Two reports in this issue of Neuron, Hsieh et al. (2014) and Ezzyat and Davachi (2014) , describe fMRI activity patterns in the human hippocampus that correlate with memory for temporal context. Analogous activity of neural ensembles recorded from the rodent hippocampus suggests a general model for remembering episodes.
Memory encodes experiences in episodes, the content of events organized in place and time, by spatial and temporal context. These memories depend upon the medial temporal lobes (MTLs), including the hippocampus. Damaging hippocampal circuits causes amnesia and impairs imagining future events as well as remembering recent ones. We imagine past and future by reconstructing collections of items in sequences that have actually or potentially occurred together.
Animal models of human amnesia verify that hippocampal dysfunction impairs tasks that require tracking contingencies that change in space and time. In spatial working memory tasks, for example, reward locations change across trials so that good performance depends on remembering both where and when recent rewards were obtained. Spatial coding by the hippocampus has been investigated extensively since the discovery of ''place cells '' in 1971 (O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978) . Hippocampal neurons fire at high rates as rats move through particular locations within an environment. Independent sets of cells have place fields in different environments, as though locations are represented as cognitive maps that define spatial context. Perceptual, motor, motivational, and cognitive features modulate firing rates of hippocampal neurons, suggesting that hippocampal activity helps represent the content of events within spatial contexts (O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978) . By coding content along with location, hippocampal activity distinguishes events that differ solely by the spatial organization of features. More recent discoveries suggest that the hippocampus also distinguishes events in time and may encode temporal context more generally.
Firing patterns of hippocampal neurons recorded in identical places change gradually over time, so that temporally adjacent samples are most similar and more temporally separated patterns are distinct. The gradual changes in population codes over time are shown by statistics such as Mahalanobis distance or correlation between population vectors (Manns et al., 2007) . These analyses depict neural activity in arrays, with cells in rows and temporal intervals in columns. The firing rate of every recorded cell within a particular interval is listed in a column: a population vector. The correlation (Pearson's r) between any two columns quantifies the similarity in the firing patterns across a given interval. Mahalanobis distance provides a similar, complementary measure analogous to Euclidean distance between points in a multidimensional space. Manns et al. (2007) trained rats to sample sequences of five trial-unique odors and indicate relative recency by choosing the odor presented earlier in the sequence when presented with sample pairs. CA1 activity was recorded during odor sampling, and the Mahalanobis distance between population vectors increased linearly with time, predicted temporal discrimination performance, and indicated that the cells coded time through gradually changing firing patterns. Analogous changes in CA1 activity recorded during delay discrimination tasks reveal ''time cells,'' firing rates that vary as time elapses even as behavioral and environmental variables are unchanged, including in immobilized rats (MacDonald et al., 2013) . Delay-related CA1 time cells have been reported in nonspatial paired association tasks (MacDonald et al., 2011), over hours during repeated spatial exploration of the same environment in rats (Mankin et al., 2012) , and over many days in mice (Ziv et al., 2013) . CA1 population vector correlations declined from 90% to 72% over 5 hr, while CA3 neurons recorded simultaneously had stable firing patterns, showing that hippocampal cell fields have different time sensitivity (Mankin et al., 2012) . Even as population vector differences increased, the place field of each CA1 cell was stable when it was active: different neurons became active during different recording sessions, the probability that a given cell was active in consecutive sessions declined over time, and 20% of the neurons with fields were active during a given day (Ziv et al., 2013) . The active population of CA1 neurons provides a consistently accurate representation of place while subsets of neurons differentiated time. In other words, hippocampal memory codes in rodents are distinguished by the content, relative location, and proximity in time of events: collections of items in spatial and temporal context. Two papers in this issue of Neuron, Hsieh et al. (2014) and Ezzyat and Davachi (2014) , report that the human hippocampus encodes events in temporal context through a similar mechanism: a time-varying shift in the active subset of hippocampal circuitry. By analyzing the correlations among multivoxel bloodoxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) activity patterns recorded by fMRI, the papers compared the extent to which hippocampal activity correlated with temporal context and perceptual content. Multivoxel correlations, analogous to ''population vectors'' described above, measured the relative BOLD activity (beta weights) in 1 or 2 cubic mm voxels within the hippocampus and quantified the correlation between pairs of ''voxel vectors'' obtained in different conditions using Pearson's r. Hsieh et al. (2014) presented subjects with object sequences with varied overlap in content, order, and predictability. Memory was assessed by the reaction time to make a semantic judgment about each object. A ''fixed'' sequence presented five unique objects in a consistent order, so the subject could anticipate the entire sequence by the presentation of the first item. Two ''overlapping'' sequences shared the same second and third objects but were distinguished by the first and last two items. As in the fixed condition, these two sequences could be distinguished by the first item. A second pair of overlapping sequences shared the first three but not the last two objects, so the subject could only distinguish the sequences when the fourth object was presented. A ''random'' sequence included a consistent set of five items that were presented in unpredictable order. Sequence learning was demonstrated by reduced reaction time and varied with the predictability of items, i.e., memory retrieval. Thus, reaction time for the first item was always slow, dropped to a minimum for the remaining items in the fixed sequence, and changed little in the random sequence. In the sequences that differed only in the last two items, the reaction times increased when the distinguishing (fourth) item appeared.
Hippocampal multivoxel activity was most similar across repeated presentation of the fixed sequence, and immediately adjacent items were more similar to one another than more distant ones in the sequence. Hippocampal activity was not affected by temporal proximity or object identity in the random sequence, showing that neither time nor item alone was sufficient to organize reliable hippocampal activity patterns in unpredictable situations. Rather, consistent activity patterns correlated with items and position in predictable, learned sequences and distinct hippocampal activity patterns accompanied responses to identical objects when the sequence was cued by a prior object. Furthermore, the more differentiated voxel patterns were compared to random sequences, the faster the subject's reaction time. In contrast, multivoxel patterns in the perirhinal cortex correlated reliably with visual objects rather than serial position. Together, the results show that activity patterns in the human hippocampus distinguishes learned events by linking object/position pairs into predictive sequences that guide memory-based behavior, analogous to the population vector correlations described for CA1 neurons in rats taught odor sequences (Manns et al., 2007) . Ezzyat and Davachi (2014) provide complementary evidence that the human hippocampus uses temporal proximity during coding as a memory retrieval cue. Here subjects were presented with trialunique faces and objects shown adjacent to a visual scene, defined operationally as a ''context'' by its repetition across multiple trials. After a series of such presentations, the subjects were asked to judge the relative recency of two items, a face and an object. Subjects tended to judge objects as temporally close when the items were presented with the same context but had no such bias when objects were presented in different contexts. Multivoxel activity in the hippocampus was more highly correlated when objects were remembered as occuring closely in time despite being presented in the different contexts but did not distinguish relative recency when visual contexts were the same. In contrast, multivoxel activity patterns in the lateral occipital cortex were most strongly correlated for events within the same context remembered as close. The results suggest again that activity patterns in the human hippocampus distinguishes events by linking object in time to group perceptually distinct items.
Temporal proximity is essential to episodic coding, and like more concrete perceptual inputs, can guide selective memory retrieval. Temporal differences discriminate otherwise similar situations, and temporal overlap combines otherwise disparate experiences. Computational models suggest that distributed representations encode items in a ''content-addressable'' memory. Such models propose that encoding, storage, and memory retrieval activate the same population of neurons that store information by activity-dependent plasticity. By varying architecture and parameters, these models account for many features of human memory, including discrimination, generalization, and resistance to noise. The functional anatomy of the mammalian hippocampus resembles a content-addressable memory system. Activity-dependent plasticity is induced readily in most hippocampal synapses. Different cell fields in the hippocampus have architectures and response parameters that seem specialized for implementing memory computations. The dentate gyrus may contribute to memory discrimination through ''codon expansion'' that implements a pattern separation mechanism (Marr, 1971) . The CA3 network may contribute to generalization and resistance to noisy inputs through a recurrent collaterals system that implements pattern completion (Marr, 1971) . Thus, small changes to stimuli presented to rats were more likely to alter the firing rates of dentate gyrus neurons than CA3 cells (Neunuebel and Knierim, 2014) . Analogous studies of human brain function have correlated BOLD activity in the dentate/CA3 region to memory performance that varies with pattern separation (Azab et al., 2014) . The specialized circuitry of the dentate and CA3 circuits may provide necessary computations for content-based memory discrimination and generalization. CA1, however, may be crucial for the association and separation of events in time (Kesner et al., 2010) . From this view, temporal proximity is ''perceived'' and like other perceptual signals is an available memory retrieval cue. Perhaps the difference between a ''context'' and a ''stimulus'' is its relative temporal duration (Otto and Poon, 2006) ; a stimulus present continuously through many episodes may be associated with the entire set of CA1 neurons activated in a given environment.
Two questions remain, however, in view of all of these results. First, how do voxel patterns correspond to differential processing in the hippocampus? BOLD signals correlate best with local field potentials rather than action potentials, and the link between multivoxel activity patterns and population vectors of single neurons is unclear. Perhaps learning induces a patchy organization of activity based on the anatomical gradients of different inputs to the hippocampus, establishing a coarse topography (Hampson et al., 1999) . Or local comodulation of oscillation patterns may be established by these varied inputs during learning and memory. These hypotheses need testing. Second, what mechanism selectively activates different CA1 neurons over time? A recent hypothesis suggests that CREB activation, which both reflects and induces heightened neuronal activity, may provide an endogenous mechanism for tagging overlapping subsets of neurons that are especially sensitive to synaptic plasticity and inclusion in neuronal representations (Silva et al., 2009) . While this particular mechanism could link events with the temporal grain related to CREB signaling, others could serve a similar purpose for shorter or longer intervals. Indeed, any mechanism that alters the transition probability among neural activation states, e.g., short-term potentiation or whole-cell excitability, could make recently active neurons more or less likely participants in episodic memories.
